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Chapter 1 – Directors’ Report

The results achieved in terms of shared value generated by Hera complement results relating to the
following areas, which round out the Group's social responsibility and sustainability profile.
Thanks to awareness-raising programs and the adoption of the OHSAS 18001 certification, which
covers 87% of the Group's workers, in 2017 the injury frequency index dropped further, to 17.1 (it was
17.8 in 2016). This reduction took place in all the main companies of the Group; in the population of
workers, instead, the frequency index underwent a slight increase, but it remains below the rate
reported in the 2014-2015 two-year period. In 2017, the Hextra welfare system allocated 3.3 million
euro (up 75% from 2016) and 98% of workers subscribed to it. Training maintained high levels: in 2017
an average of nearly 29 training hours were provided per capita, in line with the numbers from
previous years.
Hera Comm's customer contact quality standards stayed high again in 2017: the average waiting time
at the call centre equalled 34 seconds for residential and 38 seconds for business customers. The
average waiting time at help windows was 10.6 minutes in 2017. In the Triveneto, contact channel
performances have further improved, partly overcoming the issues originating from the transfer of the
IT invoicing systems towards the Group's systems. The 2017 survey on the Group's service quality
(about 6,200 interviews) recorded a high customer satisfaction rate (70/100) in line with the results of
the previous year.
And finally, when selecting its suppliers in 2017, the Group prioritized the most profitable bid method in
92% of public calls for tenders (in terms of value). In the resulting contract awarded with the most
profitable bid method, the average score for social and environmental aspects amounted to 25/100.
Supplier monitoring under SA8000 regulations continued in 2017, as did the accident research
monitoring for the leading suppliers (those involved in such monitoring account for 73% of the value of
goods and services).

The Information Systems department is responsible for ensuring the development and efficiency of the
Group's information systems to support its business; it also ensures that the systems are continuously
adapted to comply with the sector's regulatory requirements and business needs, reducing risks in
terms of technology and security in full accordance with the Group's strategic guidelines and
sustainability objectives.
The activities of the multi-year plan for AcegasApsAmga continue, with particular focus on completing
Standardisation
the roll-out of electricity network service systems; the project of rolling-out gas network service systems of systems in
is in progress. For Amga Energia&Servizi Srl and Amga Calore&Impianti Srl, the project for other companies
harmonizing infrastructure services was launched.
Planned activities have been completed to adapt the Group systems to regulations for readings,
Regulatory
invoices and indemnities; the project to recover VAT on receivables relating to discontinued contracts, adjustment
split payment (Legislative Decree 96/17) and the delinquency of the electricity and gas sector
(resolution 258/15) was also completed.
This area includes the introduction of biometric signatures aimed at making the documentation
Support to
associated with the contracting process digital; the launch of new commercial offers; the insertion of a business
service that provides the customer with a system to monitor the progress of their requests and alerts
under specific conditions; the evolution of the commercial app, supplementing it with some backend
system features to offer new services (customer meter readings, the status of bills and payments,
presentation of offers, etc.)
Production has begun on the new CRM dedicated to companies and the development of various
Efficiency
services on the online services portal; the planning and portfolio management system for the
Information Systems Department has been introduced and a Vendor invoice management (Vim) option
for the management of passive invoices has been released.
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As part of the process of continuous technological innovation and improving the performance of the
Reduction of
Group's information systems, various platforms were upgraded and the disaster recovery test was technology risk
successfully carried out.
The IT and enterprise data safety systems, in compliance with data protection regulations, are among
Information
the main objectives of the Information Systems Division. Our commitment to preventing and monitoring system safety
potential cyber attacks is ongoing, conducted through the planning and implementation of a periodic
risk analysis on the production systems (vulnerability assessment), updates of existing systems and
measures to raise awareness among users.
The QSA audit on the delivery area was carried out and internal auditing activities were initiated for
Auditing
management.

Hera Group's employees with open-ended contracts as of 31 December 2017 numbered 8,683
(consolidated scope) and are distributed by role as: executive managers (154), middle managers (537),
office clerks (4,612), and workers (3,380). This structure ensues from 284 entries and 324 exits as well
as changes in the company scope of Aliplast Spa, Sinergie Spa Ramo Sud e Isole, Teseco Spa and
Verducci Srl, which introduced 356 new units, and the change in the scope of consolidation with the
exit of SiGas, accounting for 7 units. Hiring mainly results from a quality turnover entailing the entry of
skilled workforce.

The Hera model stands out in the multi-utility industry for implementing industrial and operational
integration under one leading holding company, through central departments tasked with setting
guidelines and carrying out checks, which ensures an overall governance for the Group.
The management of business units is entrusted to the individual departments and companies that are
under the control of Hera's top management and, as far as energy, integrated water services and
environmental services are concerned, are coordinated by the General Operations department.

Industrial and
operational
integration
The Hera model

The utility sector is increasingly characterized by rapid changes, with competitive dynamics and a
specialty-oriented regulatory setting, as well as other key elements such as water and environmental
services legislation, service allocation tenders and regional regulations. In short, it is a field in which
growth depends on the ability of enterprises to continually introduce innovations in industrial processes,
taking advantage of synergies associated with economies of scale and ensuring the maximum
efficiency of services.
In response to this competitive context and in line with the Group's strategic guidelines, organizational
development initiatives were developed in 2017 that further consolidated our model through measures
aimed at simplifying and streamlining processes, identifying possible opportunities for synergy, and
continuously pursuing agility and service excellence.

Innovation and
streamlining of
operating
processes
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